
 
 

 
ALLA DUHOVA’s  “TODES” ballet 

 
Show “What a dream I had…”  2018 

 
TECHNICAL RIDER   (v18.001) 

(minimum required) 
 

(contact person- Anton KIS - email: antonkis@mail.ru)  
 
 

 
The Performer agrees to use the sound, light and visual effects equipment existing in the 
venue (according to the information provided by CUSTOMER). CUSTOMER’s technical 
staff should be available during lighting  programming, rehearsals and  on stand-by one 
hour before the show. The time required for rehearsal and light programming- appr. 5-6 
hours. 

 
 
 

 
1. TECHNICIANS  

  1.1  Light &Video Technicians: light engineer, video engineer. 
  1.2  Sound Technicians:  sound engineer.  
  1.3. Stage manager 

       1.4. Please provide intercom between all technicians.  
 
              Technical personnel, light, video and sound operators of the venue  should be  for all                     
               rehearsals and  performances 

 
 
2. SOUND 
  2.1. Acoustic portals should consist of  high-quality modules ensuring even  sound pressure at      
         all points of the hall without distortions. In the central hall area  there  should be ensured  
         110 dB of pure sound pressure. 
  2.2. 2 lines of side fills with minimum  pressure 96 dB   
  2.3. Digital mixing console 
  2.4. Radio microphone for rehearsals 
  2.5. Desk  for lap top   
 
 
3. LIGHTING   
  3.1 Hazer generator  
  3.3 Washlight on the stage – RGBWA color 
  3.4 Profile light from the advance -  RGBWA  
  3.5 STARRY SKY (fiber optic, LED backcloth) 
  3.6 Group of projectors (Blinders or PAR) on the fist truss  directed  at the audience  



  3.7  Light at the backstage area 
  3.8 Dynamic light, minimum:  
          8 devices  SPOT type  (moving heads or scanners),  on the 3-4 plan of  the  truss 
          8 devices  SPOT type  or WASH on the stage floor at the backcloth 
          8 devices  WASH type – on the stage floor as side light  
 
 Please  provide  the description of the devices, lighting scheme,   DMX the address of each 
device.  
 
3.9 All light control desks should be in one place 
 
All cables and communications should be located  along the stage  perimeter  and should not get 
under the dancers’ feet!!! 
 
4. VIDEO 
  
4.1 The screen is to be set next to the backdrop, in the center of the stage, the distance from 
the lower edge to the floor surface is 50cm. The  area of the screen is 40 square m minimum. 
The proportion of the sides  4:3 or 16:9.  
4.2 Input signal  DVI or HDMI   
4.3  The screen switch cable should be next to light desk 
 
 
5.  STAGE  
 
5.1  The optimum size of the stage - 12 meters wide and 11 meters deep 
 Stage surface should be flat  and clean,  covered by  grey dance plastic,  without defects  and 
labels, seams are to be sealed by the  adhesive tape.  
5.2 Stage technicians, stage hands - 4 persons  
5.3 Black cabinet, 3 plans of the side-scenes, a working curtain, the distance between the  
backcloth to the proscenium not less than 11 meters, provide some space behind the backcloth 
for the dancers’ movements. 
5.4 Costume racks with hangers at the left and at the right side of the backstage area, ___chairs – 
for the quick change of the costumes during the show.  
5.5  Wipe the stage surface with a damp rag  15 minutes before the show. 
5.6.  12 durable chair ( see photo, as an example) 
 

 
 



5.7  1 Wide arm-chair or a small sofa (see the photo below) . 

                                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. DRESSING ROOMS 
Dressing rooms  for ____persons : make-up tables with lighted mirrors , chairs, full-length 
mirror, clothes racks with hangers, AC outlets, in  each dressing room. 1 iron,  1 steamer, 1 
ironing board.  Shower and lavatory facilities, soap/shower gel, ___ pcs. of large bath towels.  
 
7. SECURITY 
 Please ensure safety and security for the dressing rooms and backstage area during rehearsals 
and performances. Security staff at the back stage area. 
 
8. MASS MEDIA 
TV, video shooting of the show is strictly prohibited. TV and video shooting for advertising 
purposes should be agreed with TODES Tour manager , but in any case  should not  exceed  3 
minutes (1 minute of the first 3 numbers). Interviews with the  ballet dancers are prohibited. 
 


